According to the analysis of the stage of economic development of the countries reflected in “The Global Competitiveness Report 2010-2011” and conducted within the framework of the World Economic Forum, the EU countries have either innovation-driven economies or are in the transition stage from efficiency-driven to innovation-driven economies. Focusing on the educational aspects and human capital for further economic development of EU countries, quality higher education and training, business sophistication and innovation are what should be developed. These three competitiveness aspects are not independent: they tend to reinforce each other, and a weakness in one area often has a negative impact on other areas (World Economic Forum, 2010). Moreover, all of them are tightly related to entrepreneurship and their development concerns the promotion of students’ entrepreneurship in the study process at higher educational institutions. Being recognized as one of the lifelong learning key competences, in the European documents entrepreneurship is defined as a combination of entrepreneurial knowledge, skills and attitude (Commission of the European Communities, 2005). However, the PhD research “The development of students’ enterprise in study process” conducted by Karine Oganisjana under the scientific supervision of Tatjana Koke in the University of Latvia (Oganisjana & Koke, 2008; Oganisjana, 2010 a,b) revealed that the concept of entrepreneurship is broader than just a mechanical combination of entrepreneurial knowledge, skills and attitude. Entrepreneurship is defined as a dynamic system of individual’s causally interrelated personality traits, motivation, cognition, needs, emotions, abilities, learning, skills and behaviour, on the basis of which an individual or a group of individuals interact with the context (environment) for identifying, generating and realizing opportunities into new values (Oganisjana, 2010b). Therefore, if higher education (HE) is oriented towards the development of students’ competence only, which is acknowledged as a combination of knowledge, skills and attitudes, the development of the other components of entrepreneurship are not taken care of and the creation of new economic values which then makes the key determinant of entrepreneurial not to be in the focus of such HE. The paper presents the main findings of the research and raises a question about the reconsideration of the capacity of competence-oriented higher education for promoting students’ entrepreneurship and as a result for increasing their competitiveness.
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Introduction

The literature analysis showed that the researches in entrepreneurship lack a common platform of comprehension on the matter of entrepreneurship and there is a great number of competing contradictory theories. The conceptual ambiguity and confusion in the comprehension of the matter of entrepreneurship is manifested in the very beginning while defining it as:

- process (Schumpeter, 1934; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000; Bygrave, 1993; Drucker, 1993);
- individual’s different qualities, skills, abilities & traits (Korunka et al., 2003; Kearney, 1999; Brockhaus, 1982; McClelland, 1961; Hornaday & Bunker, 1970);
- behaviour (Stevenson, 2000; Gartner, 1988; Hebert & Link, 1989);
- combination of individual’s behaviour and different qualities (Gibb, 2007; Hollenbeck & Whitener, 1988; Herron & Robinson, 1993).

In this research these contradictions are explained by the striving of researchers to substitute the holistic complex nature of entrepreneurship by its separate components; it is not an appropriate approach as entrepreneurship is a system and it ought to be researched holistically (Oganisjana, 2010b). It determined the further course of the research.

The aim of the paper is to explore the holistic matter of entrepreneurship and relate competence-oriented HE to it in order to analyse the potential of today’s HE institutions for the development of students’ entrepreneurship.

The tasks set for achieving the aim are based on the theory of holism (Smuts, 1927):

1. to determine the components of entrepreneurship;
2. to analyse the links between them;
3. to elaborate a model of entrepreneurship which will show in what way all its components function together as a whole (as a system);
4. to find an appropriate way for analysing contemporary competence-oriented HE concerning the development of students’ entrepreneurship.

Research methods: 1. Qualitative content analysis of the text created of 50 interpretations of the concepts of “entrepreneurship”, “enterprise” and “an entrepreneur”; the data obtained in the course of the coding were processed with AQUAD - 6.0 software (Huber & Güröer, 2004). In this way the nine components of entrepreneurship: personality traits, abilities, skills, learning, motivation, emotions, needs, cognition and behaviour were determined.

2. Modelling – having explored the links and interactions between entrepreneurship components based on pedagogical, psychological, management and economic...
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The holistic structural functional model of entrepreneurship

The nine components of entrepreneurship are depicted within the dashed lined box (see figure 1). The functioning of the model is explained as follows. By “Learning” and practicing, “Abilities” as they arise from nature without training, turn into “Skills” (Herron & Robinson, 1993) (link 1). “Personality traits” have their effects on “Behaviour” mediated by “Motivation” (transition 2 → 3) and moderated by “Skills” (Hollenbeck & Whitener, 1988; Herron & Robinson, 1993) (regulation point 3). It means that “Skills”, like an adjuster, intensify certain “Behaviour” if they are appropriate for realizing the goal set, or, on the contrary, hold back from active “Behaviour” if they are not sufficiently developed for it. “Cognition”, “Needs” and “Emotions”, being the three internal sources of “Motivation”, are depicted within its box, while the fourth source of motivation – external events (Reeve, 2001) are integrated in the “Context” due to its meaning (link 4). Depending on the extent to which “Skills” are developed, students have certain “Motivation” to implement them in practice or not (Herron & Robinson, Jr., 1993) (link 5). Link 6 shows that owing to certain “Behaviour” which takes place in the “Context”, students come to a certain “Result” which is to be a new economic value that is the key determinant of entrepreneurship (Schumpeter, 1934; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000; Bygrave, 1993; Gartner, 1988; Drucker, 1993).

In its turn the “Result” and the new experience gained change students provoking new “Emotions” (Reeve, 2001; Dewey, 1974) (link 7); raising new “Needs” (Maslow, 1987) (link 8); stimulating them to reflect the course of things, review and evaluate, thus enhancing their “Cognition” (Kolb, 1984; Jarvis et al., 2003; Dewey, 1974; Kearney, 1999) (link 9) and causing new “Motivation” (Maslow, 1987; Dewey, 1974) (link 10). All these changes in students are what Peter Jarvis calls experiential reflective action learning, which, along with producing new skills and knowledge, can additionally be accompanied by other forms of learning involving attitudes, emotions and so on (Jarvis et al., 2003). The “Result” achieved and the experience gained have an active side which to some extent may change the objective conditions under which experiences are had (Dewey, 1974). That means that the results and new experience are able to cause changes in the “Context”.

Figure 1. The holistic structural functional model of entrepreneurship (Oganisjana, 2010 b)

So, “The holistic structural functional model of entrepreneurship” not only features the interconnections among its components, but as well shows how students may practice entrepreneurship while creating new values. In this model there are several closed learning cycles which represent different characters of experiential
learning (Kolb, 1984; Jarvis et al., 2003). The shortest learning cycle is “Behaviour” → “Result” → “Behaviour”, while the biggest one is “Context” → (“Cognition” → “Needs” → “Emotions”) → “Motivation” → “Behaviour” → “Results” → “Context”.

All the learning cycles in this model have a common component – “Behaviour” which speaks of its significance in promoting students’ entrepreneurship since they have to undertake certain actions to realize opportunities into new values. Therefore the concept of entrepreneurship as one of the lifelong learning key competences ought to be complemented at least with “Behaviour” taking into account its crucial role (Oganisjana, 2010a) and as proposed also at ASEM (Asia-Europe Meeting) LLL (Lifelong learning) network “National strategies of Lifelong Learning” (Carlsen, 2009).

Competence-oriented higher education and the competitiveness of students

Greg Light and Roy Cox argue that there are five learning gaps (see LG 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 in Figure 2) of students of higher educational institutions (HEI):
1) recall and understanding;
2) understanding and ability;
3) ability and wanting to;
4) wanting to and actually doing and
5) actually doing and ongoing change.

These gaps lie between a continuum of different areas of learning – each encompassing the previous ones – laying out the extent of the professional challenge (Light & Cox, 2005).

The entrepreneurial potential of competence-oriented HE was analysed by projecting these five learning gaps on the largest learning cycle “Context” → (“Cognition” → “Needs” → “Emotions”) → “Motivation” → “Behaviour” → “Results” → “Context” of “The holistic structural functional model of entrepreneurship” (Oganisjana, 2010 b).

**Figure 2.** The projection of the five learning gaps (LG 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) of HEI students (Light & Cox, 2005) on the largest learning cycle of “The holistic structural functional model of entrepreneurship” (Oganisjana, 2010 b)
The first learning gap (LG 1) “between recall and understanding” concerns knowledge; on the model it is projected on the link “Context” → “Cognition” (see Figure 2). Quality education does not mean the mere acquisition of what already is incorporated in books and in the heads of teachers (Dewey, 1974) which makes students passive receptacles of words and ideas, but what does really matter is that students should listen, they should hear, and most important, they should receive and respond in an active, productive way (Fromm, 1976).

The second learning gap (LG 2) “between understanding and ability to do” concerns skills; on “The holistic structural functional model of entrepreneurship” it is projected on the link “Cognition” → “Skills”. It concerns a very significant aspect of any education – the ability of students to do something on their own using the knowledge acquired in studies. The teacher is to be a coordinator, colleague and facilitator (Rogers & Freiberg, 1994; Koke, 2005); that is especially crucial concerning the creation of an active entrepreneurial study environment (Gibb, 1993; Kearney, 1999; Fiet, 2000).

The third learning gap (LG 3) “between ability and wanting to” concerns attitude; on the model it is projected as the transition “Skills” → “Regulation point 3”, where students’ abilities to do – skills, meet their motivational and emotional readiness for undertaking certain actions if the study goals and content correspond to their needs, thus forming the basis of students’ attitude to the entire study process and environment.

The fourth learning gap (LG 4) “between wanting to and actually doing” concerns behaviour; on the model it is projected as the transition “Motivation” moderated by “Skills” → “Behaviour”. To overcome this learning gap, students have to transform what has been learnt into practice (Wing Yan Man, 2006; Oganisjana, 2006) and solve real life problems (Tan & Frank, 2006; Johnson et al., 1987). It will make students’ learning vital and enable them to become active participants in community life (Koke & Oganisjana, 2005).

The fifth learning gap (LG 5) “between actually doing and ongoing change” concerns the continuing changes, the ever-widening uncertainty and challenges of the life-world of “supercomplexity” of the twenty-first century into which graduates will have to make their own way (Barnett & Hallam, 1999). On “The holistic structural functional model of entrepreneurship” this learning gap is projected on the transition chain “Behaviour” → “Result” (new value) → “Context” showing that the result of students’ activities constantly gets tried out in the changing context; in its turn that influences students’ further perception of life, value system, emotions and motivation, needs and actions. In order to help students to overcome this learning gap, it is important to construct the “curriculum of the future” (Young, 1998) which is not simply for the future but of the future (Light & Cox, 2005). Therefore it must reflect in its vision, design and implementation the “uncertainty, unpredictability and challengeability” (Barnett, 2000) which the “future” increasingly and more pervasively injects into the present. That means that the result of students’ work also should be related to the “future”; being created today they already should contain elements of belonging to the future. That is where the basis for innovation and business sophistication may be formed.

So, organising studies of HEI students in accordance with “The holistic structural functional model of entrepreneurship” all the learning gaps can be overcome. Meanwhile competence-oriented higher education has more limited potential for it, as it is mainly aimed at providing the acquisition of knowledge by students (LG 1) and the development of their skills (LG 2) and certain attitude (LG 3). It may not focus on the necessity to overcome the learning gaps of higher ranks (LG 4, 5) which are vital for students’ active and proactive participation in the constantly changing study and life environment full of uncertainty, new challenges and conflicts. As a result, students can hardly become very entrepreneurial, innovative and able for business sophistication which, combined together, make the basis of students’ competitiveness.

Conclusions

1. The concept of entrepreneurship encompasses more dimensions than a mechanical combination of entrepreneurial knowledge, skills and attitudes as it has been defined as one of the lifelong learning key competences. Entrepreneurship is a system of nine causally interrelated components. “The holistic structural functional model of entrepreneurship” discloses not only the causal links among its components but as well the mechanism of their functioning together as a whole. A crucial role belongs to the component of “Behaviour”.

2. Competence-oriented higher education, in the way competence is comprehended today, does not have the fullest capacity for developing students’ entrepreneurship. It cannot either be considered as quality higher education since it does not imply certain behaviours in study process which could bring to novelty and cause transformative effects and changes which make the basis for business sophistication and innovation. Therefore, competence-oriented higher education is not sufficient for raising students’ competitiveness. It speaks of the necessity to reconsider the goals and philosophy of higher education.
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Ar kompetenciją ugdantis aukštas mokslo skatina tautos kompetentingumą

Santrauka

XXI a. būdingai netikrumo sudėtingumo iššūkiai, kurie yra pramodernai gyvenimo ypatumai. Esant pasaulinei ekonomikos krizei labai svarbu turėti aukštoji išsilavinimą, kuris yra didžiausio studentų kompetencijos kėlimo potencialas, o šis sudaro visos tautos kompetencijos pagrindą. Kadangi studentų kompetencijos pasaulinėse švietimo regionuose susijusios su įvairios disciplinės, struktūros, asmeninių savybių ir gyvenimo aplinkos sąlyga, pasaulinėje aukštojo mokslo būrelyje teisingai būtų rimtai jautis prieš tai, kaip aukštojo mokslui yra išsiskleidęs šiuolaikinės Europos savarankiškumas ir omenybinė turinio analizė, susisiekia su verslumu.
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